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About This Content

The pinball masters at Zen Studios have partnered with Telltale Games and Robert Kirkman, the Eisner Award-winning creator
and writer of The Walking Dead for his Skybound imprint at Image Comics, to create an all-new digital pinball table based on

the award-winning The Walking Dead game series. The table has been recreated with the spectacular effects you can only
experience in virtual reality!

The Walking Dead Pinball table playfield is a tour of the most iconic locations from the game, including the St. John’s Dairy
Farm, Travelier Motel, Bell Tower, Train & Level Crossing, RV and more.
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pinball fx2 vr - the walking dead

I was sceptic at first, I really like the game until now.
I do think that faster progress and more cars/policemen coming available would be nice, but I consider this a minor thing.. this
game.
this game.
where to start.

this game is so refreshing, even though it does not have "the best graphics on the planet"

to me, this is a wink, a nod and a m'lady to the good old days.

this game has a demo version, with 45!!!!! levels.
played through it, immediately fell in love with it, and purchased.

Madcap has a big skillcurve. you can get through the first couple of levels with ease, but after level 15 it gets exponentially
harder.
full controller support is a welcome gift, and it plays like the old days. just an allround well designed and put together game, that
is harder then any souls game ive ever played. Kudos!

will be sinking a lot of time in this, and for 10bucks, its a steal, and definitely a hidden gem!!
purchase this game now, and have fun with hours of giggles and rage!
(might want to stock up on controllers). If it had legs, i would ♥♥♥♥ it. Slime-san <3, u're now my Onii-chan. First let me
detail that I'm not a huge VN player, though what few ones I have played have been quite enjoyable, so I like to think that I can
tell the difference between one that is worth playing, and one that is not.
 With that said, the reason why this particular VN attracted my attention was because of the unique story concept, Literally, the
first thing that hooked my attention was; "Would you get along with your game character?" When I first saw that, I humored to
investigate the game, read some reviews and see the media files covering bits of it to get a taste for the artwork. After that, I was
sold to give it a try, especially considering it was on sale.

 First thing I'd like to compliment toward is that the game went for fully voiced dialogue (save the protagonist, which of course
is obvious why they wouldn't). I get that a lot of instances people prefer to imagine the voice of characters for themselves in
visual novels, to create the story for themselves. Other cases say that the voice acting in this game wasn't very impressive, which
I could understand, it wasn't Disney-quality audio, but it was definitely better than a lot of others I've heard before, and was well
enough that it helped to set a positive mood for the story and it's characters than the alternative of ruining the experience, which
has happened before.. The only complaint I could possibly voice on this subject is that part of me felt like the voices sounded
very "hush-hush," as though they were trying to use indoor voices. Which is understandable, considering unique circumstances
and the possible lack of a studio, but it occasionally took away from the emotion that was to be expected out of certain scenes,
such as Nerith raising her voice in frustration. But again, it didn't ruin the experience by any degree, so it's hardly worth faulting
the game over. It's more of a personal opinion.

 On part of the artwork, I personally enjoyed it. It felt familiar; as though I've seen similar, but there was nothing wrong with
that. The artstyle worked and was very well done, especially in respect to the scenic (background) images, as well the sprites. I
felt the cinematic scenes could have used a little more work in some cases, but never so much so that it was ever disastifying to
look at.

 As for the soundtrack, I loved it! Though there didn't feel to be very much variety of individual songs, that was hardly a
problem considering that most of what was used worked very well for different scenes. I'm specifically a fan of the main menu
theme, as it does well to set the feeling of fantasy elements, even though the beginning of the game is the only time it fully
adopts the atmosphere of a fanasy setting.

 As for the story and the length of the game, I found it to be very pleasant, especially considering typos and grammatical errors
were few and far apart. Though I do feel the game was a bit short-lived, which came as a bit of a disappointment when I met the
conclusion, I had certainly hoped to have had a lot more involvement in the course of the story. Thus far, I've only been able to
find 2 endings, being "Home" and "Next time." If there are more, I'm not aware of them, yet. Though what I felt to be a short
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game, it certainly wasn't disatisfying (especially considering the top-secrect information that has been leaked by reliable sources
that shan't be named...).

Overall: I'd definitely recommend this game to anyone who can appreciate a well-written VR with pleasantly above average
attributes. 8\/10

Nerith is 10\/10wouldromance though, just saying.... I bought this game for the visualization and exploration, not the actual
shooter. This is great for just floating through space enjoying the trippy visuals reacting with your music. The 3d shooter is
alright, but never really grabbed my attention. There are TONS of options to adjust the visual and audio experience. I just turn
off all enemies, hide the on-screen HUD and enjoy the view!

 I know its been almost 6 years since the release date but adding support for the Oculus Rift and Vive would be amazing!.
Amazing. Absolutly amazing. High quality results, you can be as complex or as simple as you want. Many variables to change
and get different results, crazy image quality. There is one thing, it is VERY lag heavy, for somebody with a crappy computer
like me, fair warning. Other than that, just b-e-a-utiful. Highly recommend to anybody.
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The game is awesome but i am so disappointed in this pain dlc pack since you can just unlock pain in about 1 hour playtime for
free... imo this was a waste of 2$ ( this is only regarding this dlc i absolutely love the game). Great game and there's several
ways you could go about each puzzle and several endings. I couldn't get myself to immediately replay it after my first play-
through. First run will probably take anywhere between 4-6 hours and you'll need to decide if paying $15 is worth that amount
of hours.. Super fun and great graphics unlike wildlife park 2!. A nice feeling arcade shooter. Basically, you stand your ground
(or duck) and shoot laser beams at robots while hiding behind your shield. The robots come from all directions (including above
you and below you) and you have to take them out while avoiding the humans. The game is very short (maybe 15-20 mins of
gameplay to complete it) but easy to pick up, and best of all - it's FREE.. I have played a lot of "Mystery" game(s) developed by
indie(s) over the years on and off steam and to be honest none of them were as carefully and thoughtfully crafted like this one.
Overall the game was extremely adjusted and without any bugs or glitches. The control, the camera, the movement, the User
Interface. Also from a game dev's perspective, a lot of steam games are extremely tough on the graphic card and the CPU. This
game was not at all, my computer at no point was overwhelmed or overheated.
More about the game I would say , the game is not something you simply download and walk through, it really does require a lot
of thinking and trying to put pieces together, gathering clues etc...it is definitely a thinking game, and of course if you enjoy
scary games, you should definitely check this one out, you are getting more than you’re dollars worth. These kinds of games
usually go for 30+ dollars.

5/5. bist games ever. Has no graphics\/resolution settings, even highres is ugly af, can't zoom out enough to get a decent
overview, terrible controls.
Why did they \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 up these newer ones so damn much?!. Very cute game that goes along the same lines
as Diner Dash. If you like time management games, then you will like this one. Colorful graphics, interesting characters, and a
good soundtrack make this game stand out.
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